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Abstract

The performance of a state vector conflict probe
(utilizing only position and velocity vector
information) is analyzed.  A methodology is
presented for determining missed and false alert
rates as functions of look-ahead time.  A simple
deterministic conflict probe, similar to that used
for short term conflict alert in current air traffic
operations, is implemented – it simply projects
the velocity vector forward from the current
position.  This probe was exercised using field
data recorded from the Indianapolis Air Route
Traffic Control Center, with the track data time
shifted to create conflicts similar to those that
would occur in the absence of controller actions
to separate traffic.  The missed and false alert
rates were substantial, even at low (less than
5 min) look-ahead times.  It was found that the
absence of flight plan information was
responsible for a substantial portion of these
missed/false alerts, highlighting the challenges
of designing state vector conflict probes.

1  Introduction

A conflict probe is an air traffic management
decision support tool that predicts conflicts
between two (or more) aircraft.  A conflict is a
violation of minimum separation standards (e.g.,
5 nmi horizontally or 1,000 ft vertically).  A
conflict probe requires, at least, information on
each aircraft’s state vector (three-dimensional
components of position and speed vectors).
Other information that may be utilized by a
conflict probe includes flight plans, forecasts of
wind and air temperature profiles, and aircraft
aero-propulsive models.

Several approaches to conflict probe
performance evaluation have been reported in
the literature [1 – 6].  The objective of this work
is to analyze the performance of a conflict probe
that utilizes only the minimum input data set,
i.e., state vector information.  Of particular
interest is the estimation of errors attributable to
lack of flight plan (intent) information.  This is
important for at least two possible applications:
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1) Under future free flight operations with
airborne self-separation, bandwidth limitations
of the aircraft-to-aircraft data link (e.g.,
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast
(ADS-B)) may preclude availability of flight
plan information for cockpit-based conflict
probes;  2) Ground-based conflict probes
operating under the current system may need to
switch to a tactical mode while an aircraft is
temporarily operating off its flight plan, because
the flight plan data available to the conflict
probe is inaccurate during that time interval.

Section 2 of this paper presents a
methodology for evaluating the performance of
a conflict probe, building on the methodology
previously reported in [1].  Conflict probe
performance is expressed in terms of missed and
false alert rates, determined as functions of
look-ahead time.  The evaluation methodology
presented here can be applied to any conflict
probe.  However, in this work a deterministic
state vector conflict probe is utilized – the
conflict detection algorithm is an extension of
the approach described in [7].

Section 3 describes the air traffic data used
for the conflict probe evaluation.  Section 4
presents detailed results from the conflict probe
performance analysis.  Finally, some
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2  Conflict Probe Evaluation Methodology

The performance of a conflict probe can be
characterized by its reliability and accuracy [1].
This work focuses only on the reliability of
alerts issued by the conflict probe, measured by
the rate of missed alerts and false alerts.  A
conceptual definition of missed, correct, and
false alerts is presented in Fig. 1.  The observed
conflicts set corresponds to all conflicts that
were actually observed to occur – it is the truth
set for reliability analysis.  The predicted
conflicts set corresponds to all conflicts
predicted by the probe.  Correct alerts are
predicted conflicts that were actually observed.
Missed alerts are observed conflicts that were
not predicted by the probe.  False alerts are
predicted conflicts that were not observed.

Perfect reliability would correspond to a zero
rate of false alerts and missed alerts.  It is of
interest to determine missed and false alert rates
as functions of look-ahead time, which is
defined as the time to conflict start.
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Fig. 1.  Concept of missed and false alerts

To evaluate the performance of a conflict
probe, it should be exercised in a realistic
environment.  It is desirable to exercise the
conflict probe using recorded field data to
preserve real-world errors that degrade the
performance of a conflict probe.  However, field
data reflects controller actions to separate traffic
and therefore the surveillance position reports
(i.e., track data) do not generally contain
proximity events where legal separation was
lost.  Availability of such events is necessary, in
order to provide a truth set against which the
conflict probe’s alerts can be evaluated.

Hence some accommodation must be made
when using field data for conflict probe
evaluation – for example, [1] utilized pseudo
conflicts generated by expanding the conflict
parameters beyond their standard operational
values.  In this work the standard operational
values of conflict parameters are retained, but
the track data is time shifted to generate a set of
pseudo conflicts (separation loss events
observed in the time-shifted track data) with
appropriate property distributions, using the
methodology described in [8].  These conflicts
serve as a truth set for the evaluation of alerts
generated by the conflict probe as it operates on
the time-shifted track data.
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The sub-sections below describe the
methodology for determining missed and false
alert rates as functions of look-ahead time.

2.1 Observed Conflicts

The time-shifted track data is post-processed to
perform data integrity checks described in [9].
It is then analyzed to identify all conflicts
(separation loss events) observed in the traffic
scenario – this is called the set of Observed
Conflicts {OC}.  Key data for each observed
conflict includes:  Conflict Pair IDs, Observed
Conflict Start Time (TOCS), and track data start
and end times for the pair of aircraft involved in
the conflict.

For each look-ahead time n, a sub-set of
{OC}, called {OCn}, is determined.  {OCn}
includes only those observed conflicts that a
perfect conflict probe could have predicted
n minutes prior to TOCS.  It contains the conflicts
in set {OC} minus those conflicts that the probe
could not possibly (even in theory) have
predicted n minutes prior to TOCS, because track
data on one or both of the conflicting aircraft
began after time (TOCS – n), or the conflict probe
was not running at time (TOCS – n).

2.2 Predicted Conflicts

The time-shifted track data is supplied to the
conflict probe, which generates alerts (at various
times) for all predicted conflicts.  The list of all
alerts issued by the conflict probe during its
operation is recorded for analysis.  Key data for
each alert typically includes:  Time Stamp (TS),
Conflict Pair IDs, and Predicted Conflict Start
Time (TPCS).

The recorded list of alerts is examined to
determine the set of Predicted Conflicts {PC}.
There will generally be numerous alerts issued
at various times for a unique conflict pair, but
the set {PC} would contain only one entry for
each unique conflict (while retaining key data
for all alerts).

2.3 Missed Alert Analysis

Consider a missed alert analysis for look-ahead
time n.  For each observed conflict in the set

{OCn}, the set {PC} is examined to determine if
a corresponding conflict prediction alert was
issued n minutes (within a buffer e = 30 sec)
prior to the observed conflict start time, i.e., an
alert with TS = (TOCS – n ± e).  If such an alert is
not found, then the observed conflict has a
missed alert for look-ahead time n.  Analyzing
the entire set {OCn} in this fashion yields
{MAn}, the set of missed alerts for look-ahead
time n.

Let 

� 

OCn  denote the number of observed
conflicts in set {OCn}, and 

� 

MAn  denote the
number of missed alerts in set {MAn}.  The
missed alert rate for look-ahead time n is then
given by 

� 

RMA (n) = (MAn /OCn ).  For example,

� 

RMA (15 min) = 0.8 should be interpreted as
follows:  in 80% of the cases where it was
possible for the conflict probe to issue an alert
15 minutes (± 30 sec) prior to the observed
conflict start time, the probe failed to do so.

It is noted that the correct alert rate,

� 

RCA (n), is simply the unity complement of the
missed alert rate.  Hence, 

� 

RCA (n) = 1- RMA (n) .

2.4 False Alert Analysis

For each look-ahead time n, a sub-set of {PC},
called {PCn}, is determined.  {PCn} includes
only those predicted conflicts for which an alert
was issued with a time-to-conflict value of n,
i.e., (TPCS – TS) = n ± e.

Consider a false alert analysis for look-
ahead time n.  For each predicted conflict in the
set {PCn}, the full set of observed conflicts
{OC} is examined to determine if a
corresponding conflict was ever observed in the
time-shifted track data.  If such a conflict is not
found, then the predicted conflict has a false
alert for look-ahead time n (unless the predicted
conflict start time lies beyond the available track
data for the aircraft pair).  Analyzing the entire
set {PCn} in this fashion yields {FAn}, the set of
false alerts for look-ahead time n.

Let 

� 

PCn  denote the number of predicted
conflicts in set {PCn}, and 

� 

FAn  denote the
number of false alerts in set {FAn}.  The false
alert rate for look-ahead time n is then given by

� 

RFA (n) = (FAn /PCn ) .  As an illustrative
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example, 

� 

RFA (15 min) = 0.8 is interpreted as
follows:  in 80% of the cases where the probe
issued an alert with a predicted time-to-conflict
of 15 minutes (± 30 sec), no separation loss was
ever observed in the time-shifted track data for
the corresponding aircraft pairs.

3  Air Traffic Data

Almost 8 hours of traffic data were recorded for
the Indianapolis Air Route Traffic Control
Center (ARTCC) on 26 May 1999 from
approximately 1515 to 2310 UTC.  Time
coincident wind forecasts from the United
States National Weather Service were also
captured.  The traffic data consisted of
controller directives (e.g., flight plans, hold or
interim altitude messages) and surveillance
position reports of the aircraft (referred to as
tracks).  After this raw traffic data was captured
from the field recording, it went through an
extraction process, as described in [8] and [10].
The track data was then time shifted to generate
conflicts with key properties matching those
that would be observed in the absence of
controller actions to separate traffic.  This
process is summarized below;  details can be
found in [8].

First, a reference scenario was generated
using each flight’s initial flight plan and birth
point into the ARTCC.  This initial point was
determined using the flight’s surveillance track
data at a time just before air traffic personnel
accepted control from an adjacent ARTCC or a
terminal area inside the Indianapolis ARTCC.
The flights were then simulated without
controller actions, utilizing the recorded weather
forecasts, aircraft dynamic models, and airspace
constraints.  The resulting property distributions
of aircraft-to-aircraft conflicts and encounters
were measured.  For the purposes of this study,
a conflict was defined as a proximity event that
violated separation minima – the aircraft were
separated by less than 5 nmi horizontally and
less than 1,000 ft vertically (up to and including
FL 290, and 2,000 ft above FL 290).  An
encounter was defined as a proximity event that
did not violate separation minima, but the

aircraft were separated by less than 25 nmi
horizontally and less than 5,000 ft vertically.

Next, the full set of recorded traffic
messages was time shifted to generate conflicts
and encounters whose key properties matched
those of the reference scenario.  Besides the
total number of conflicts/encounters, key
properties of these conflicts/encounters were
also matched to the reference scenario.  These
include the relative path angle or encounter
angle between the aircraft pair at first loss of
separation (point of closest approach for
encounters), the minimum horizontal separation,
the minimum vertical separation, and the
vertical flight phases (level or transitioning) of
the aircraft pair at first loss of separation (point
of closest approach for encounters).  This time-
shifted traffic scenario, with conflict and
encounter properties matching those of the
reference scenario, provides the input traffic
data for the evaluation of the conflict probe.

For this study, only flights in Class A
airspace (above 18,000 feet) were utilized;
there were over 2,500 such flights.  Figure 1
shows the aircraft count in the traffic scenario
(time-shifted tracks) over the analysis interval
from 1543 to 2310 UTC.

Fig. 2.  Aircraft count vs. time
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4  Numerical Study and Results

The conflict probe was run with the time-shifted
track data.  Utilizing only state (position and
velocity) vector information, the probe
attempted to predict conflicts up to 20 minutes
in advance of conflict start.  The conflict probe
did not utilize any buffer in the horizontal
dimension, but attempted to model the
operational 200 ft altitude buffer around the
cleared altitude.  It is noted that a conflict probe
utilizing only state vector information has no
knowledge of cleared altitude (available in the
flight plan);  however, it attempted to model the
altitude buffer by utilizing vertical speed
information.

The conflict probe was switched on at the
start of the analysis interval (1543 UTC).  It was
switched off at 2250 UTC, i.e., 20 minutes
before the end of the analysis interval (2310
UTC), to ensure that track data was available for
the evaluation of conflict predictions with a
20-minute look-ahead time.  The input track
data contained the following components:  time,
latitude, longitude, pressure altitude,
groundspeed, and track angle.  Vertical speed
data was obtained by differentiating altitude
data.  The three components of the velocity
vector (groundspeed, track angle, and vertical
speed) were smoothed out to attenuate the
significant noise content typically found in such
data.

The probe generated conflict predictions by
projecting the ground-relative velocity vector
forward from the current position;  the
algorithm used for this process was an extension
of the geometric approach described in [7].  A
stability filter was applied to the raw predictions
prior to final alerting, in order to remove many
‘nuisance’ alerts arising from noisy track data.
This filter required consistent conflict
predictions over three consecutive cycles to
add/remove an alert.  Track data was provided
in 12-sec bundles, and the conflict probe
produced a list of alerts at each time step on this
12-sec cycle.  The list of all alerts issued by the
probe was utilized to generate the set of
Predicted Conflicts {PC}.

The set of Observed Conflicts {OC} is the
truth-set of all conflicts (separation loss events)
observed in the time-shifted track data.  It
contained 546 elements, corresponding to
conflicts with start times inside the analysis
interval.  It is recalled that the sets {OCn}
contain only those conflicts that the probe could
possibly have predicted n minutes prior to the
observed conflict start time.  Figure 3 shows the
number of elements in {OCn}, for n = 0, 1, 2,
…, 20 minutes.  It can be seen, for example, that
in theory, 472 conflicts could have been
predicted 1 minute prior to loss of separation,
while only 70 conflicts could have been
predicted 20 minutes prior to loss of separation.

Fig. 3.  Number of conflicts in {OCn}

Overall rates of missed and false alerts
were computed as functions of look-ahead time,
using the methodology described in Section 2.
The resulting missed and false alert rates are
shown in Fig. 4 for look-ahead times n = 0, 1, 2,
…, 20 minutes (the smooth curves are
exponential functions that provide a ‘least
squares error’ fit to the corresponding data
points).  In Fig. 4, it is observed that the missed
and false alert rates for n = 0 are not equal to
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zero.  There are two reasons for this:  (1) the
data for n = 0 actually corresponds to the time
bin –0.5 to 0.5 min;  (2) a state vector conflict
probe does not have information on cleared
altitude, which sometimes leads to errors in the
probe’s approximate model of the 200 ft
operational buffer around cleared altitudes.

The overall missed and false alert rates
shown in Fig. 4 arise from errors in state
(position and velocity) vector data, as well as a
total absence of flight intent information.  The
term flight intent refers to a planned change in
trajectory;  e.g., a route change from one airway
to another, an altitude change from one flight
level to another, or a change in airspeed.  Any
planned or ‘cleared’ changes in route and
altitude are generally (but not always) available
in the filed flight plan and any subsequent
amendments.  A conflict probe utilizing only
state vector information does not, by definition,
utilize flight plan information (because it is
unavailable or unreliable).  Absence of flight
intent information will generally degrade the
performance of a conflict probe.

Fig. 4.  Overall missed and false alert rates

In an attempt to estimate the impact of
flight plan (route and/or altitude change)

information on conflict probe performance,
filtered rates of missed and false alerts were
determined as described below.  For each
conflict pair in the set of overall missed alerts,
the corresponding time-shifted track data and
flight plans were examined to determine if any
cleared lateral transition (route change) or
vertical transition (altitude change) occurred for
either of the two aircraft at any time prior to loss
of separation.  If so, further analysis was done to
determine the time interval DTMA between the
observed conflict start time, and the time of the
first preceding transition.  A similar analysis
was done for each conflict pair in the set of
overall false alerts to determine the time interval
DTFA between the predicted conflict start time
and the time of the first preceding transition.

Consider the analysis for a look-ahead time
of n minutes.  First, missed alerts in each set
{MAn} are examined to identify any cases with
DTMA > n;  only such conflicts are included in
the set of filtered missed alerts {MAn}

*.  Next,
false alerts in each set {FAn} are examined to
identify any cases with DTFA > n ;  only such
conflicts are included in the set of filtered false
alerts {FAn}

*.  The filtered missed/false alerts
are sub-sets of the overall missed/false alerts,
where the absence of flight plan information on
route and/or altitude intent can be ruled out as a
contributing factor.  The rates of filtered missed
and false alerts are respectively given by:

� 

RMA
* (n) = (MAn

* / (OCn - (MAn - MAn
*))) ,  and

� 

RFA
* (n) = (FAn

* / (PCn - (FAn - FAn
*))) ;  details

can be found in [1].
The filtered missed and false alert rates are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively, along with
the corresponding overall missed and false alert
rates previously presented in Fig. 4.  The
filtered missed/false alerts correspond to cases
where neither of the two aircraft had a cleared
change in route or altitude during the n minutes
preceding the actual/predicted conflict start
time;  hence, availability of flight plan
information would not have made any
difference in these cases.  However, it is
important to note that all intent-related errors
have not been filtered out.  For example, direct
routings that ‘cut a corner’ are not always
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entered as flight plan amendments, and speed
(longitudinal intent) information is generally not
available in flight plans.  Hence the filtered
missed/false alert rates arise from errors in state
(position and velocity) vector data, and also
from residual errors in intent information.

Fig. 5.  Overall and filtered missed alert rates

Fig. 6.  Overall and filtered false alert rates

In Figs. 5 and 6, the differences between
the overall and filtered missed/false alert rates
indicate the effect of flight plan (route and/or
altitude change) information on conflict probe
performance.  These differences are highlighted
in Fig. 7, which illustrates the contribution of
flight plan unavailability to the overall missed
and false alert rates.  For each look-ahead time,
the difference between the overall and filtered
missed/false alert rates is shown in Fig. 7 as a
percentage of the overall missed/false alert rate.
It can be seen that lack of flight plan
information plays a smaller role in missed and
false alert rates as look-ahead time increases.

Fig. 7.  Contribution of flight plan
        unavailability to overall

              missed and false alert rates

It was found that more than half of the
conflicts and encounters exhibited route and/or
altitudes changes shortly before the conflict start
time.  This accounts for the steep rise of error
rates in the overall missed and false alert
performance illustrated in Figure 4 at look-
ahead times up to 5 min.  For these short look-
ahead times, the rate of filtered missed and false
alerts was significantly lower, indicating that the
absence of flight plan information was a
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significant factor contributing to the high
overall error rates.  This effect decreases as the
look-ahead time grows longer (see Fig. 7), and
can be attributed to intent errors being surpassed
in influence by track data errors that grow very
large as look-ahead time increases.

For all look-ahead times, the false alert rate
was greater than the missed alert rate for both
overall and filtered alerts.  It is important to note
that the results presented here are for conflict
detection with a horizontal separation threshold
exactly equal to the 5 nmi separation minimum.
Using a small buffer would have improved the
missed alert rate at the expense of the false alert
rate.  Similarly, changing the conflict probe’s
alert stabilization parameter (consistent conflict
predictions over three consecutive cycles were
required to add/remove an alert in this
numerical study) would result in a trade-off
between missed and false alert rates.  Increasing
this parameter would improve the false alert rate
at the expense of the missed alert rate, while
decreasing it would have the opposite effect.
An important aspect of conflict probe design is
the fine tuning of the parameters discussed
above, in order to optimize total performance
for operational use.

5  Conclusions

The performance of a conflict probe utilizing
only state vector information was analyzed.
Almost 8 hours of field data from the
Indianapolis ARTCC were recorded, and then
time shifted to create an air traffic scenario
containing conflicts (violations of separation
minima) with property distributions similar to
those that would be observed in the absence of
controller actions to separate traffic.  This traffic
scenario was supplied to a deterministic conflict
probe that simply projected the ground-relative
velocity vector forward from the current
position.

The alerts generated by the conflict probe
were analyzed to determine missed and false
alerts as functions of look-ahead time.  The rates
of both missed and false alerts increased with
look-ahead time, as expected.  This increase was

highly nonlinear for overall missed/false alerts,
and mildly nonlinear for filtered missed/false
alerts.  The overall missed and false alert rates
had a sharp increase initially (up to 5 min look-
ahead) followed by a transitioning behavior
(5 – 10 min look-ahead), and then a slow
asymptotic increase to a 100% error rate at very
large look-ahead times.

The effect of flight plan (route and/or
altitude change) information on conflict probe
performance was estimated.  There was a
substantial improvement in performance
(decreased error rates) for the filtered missed
and false alerts, which correspond to cases
where availability of flight plan information
would not have made any difference.  At large
values of look-ahead time, the lack of flight plan
information had a smaller impact on missed and
false alert rates, relative to track data errors that
become larger as they propagated over time.

This study employed a relatively simple
deterministic state vector conflict probe.  Its
design was similar to that of the short term
conflict alert function implemented in the
ARTCC Host Computer System (although the
look-ahead times analyzed here were much
larger).  However, the same evaluation
methodology can be applied to more
sophisticated state vector conflict probes
utilizing advanced track data smoothing
methods (e.g. Kalman filtering) and
probabilistic techniques that attempt to predict
changes in flight intent by making better use of
track information.  Such advanced state vector
conflict probes are representative of upgrades
envisioned for the next generation of ARTCC
automation.
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